
MARS M7S TREADMILL (DISPLAY SET)
SKU: ZX-M7S



PRODUCT
DESCRIPTION

What makes the M7S Treadmill Stand out comparing to other compact models?

1) Auto Incline Function

2) Large Running Surface Area

3) Larger Motor with better airflow for core components - Longer lasting and easier to maintain

4) Vertical Storage and easy move in any direction

 

Fun to use

Makes your training fun by linking to 3rd party apps like Zwift. Control the speed directly from your
tablet with quick adjust buttons.



Premium and Sleek Design
The console is built with glass finish, with led

accent lights at left and right ends. The
capacitive touch control also provides a

premium feel. The tablet holder can be folded
and hidden out of place when it is not needed.

There is also a USB charging port to provide
your device with power.

Easy to move
Most treadmills only comes with wheels that

roll front and back. The M7S has gone with the
extra miles with wheels that provide side to

side movements, which allow it to be move and
store even in tight spaces.

 

Perfect for the Home

 



Free accessories

Friction sticker for side rails
Optional handlebar
Premium lube applicator with long tube
Glass cleaning cloth

Space saving feature

Folds within 3 seconds

Once folded, the M7S is able to stand upright and takes up very little floor space

 

DESIGN: State of the art modern design offers large deck space to run or walk, but compact
enough to fit in most areas of the home. 6 separate LED windows clearly display all the

important workout data i.e. Incline level, Heart Rate, Calories, Time, Distance, Step Count,
Speed.



CONSTRUCTIONS: Sturdy handrails are available to assist getting on and off the treadmill.
Textured deck rails allows user to place feet securely on both sides of the treadmill deck.

Folding tablet bracket securely holds mobile devices.
PERFORMANCE: Control functions are user friendly with easy to reach start and stop buttons.
Quick speed and incline buttons. 8 built in workout programs or create your own workout with
the 3 user customizable programs. Ergonomic vertical handles with pulse sensors accurately

read your heart rate.
FITNESS: Reach a maximum speed of 8 miles an hour with the powerful motor. 12 levels of
incline will automatically go up and down with the easy to reach buttons. Integrated shock

pads minimized the ground reaction resulting in less impact on the joints.
CONVENIENCE: Folds completely flat and stands upright by itself, against a wall or flat

surface. Non-marking transportation wheels make moving in and out easy and convenient.
SPEED: 1 - 14km/h
INCLINE: 0 - 12 %

DIMENSION: 146 x 75 x 124cm

 

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION

More Information



Warranty Mainframe: Lifetime, Main Motor: 2 years, Other parts: 1 year

Speed 1 - 14km/h

Product Dimension 146 x 75 x 124cm

Max Load 100kg

Product Weight 53kg

More Information Folds completely flat and stands upright by itself

Motor Power 2.5 HP

Incline 0 - 12 %

Running Area 48 x 130cm


